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Abstract
This paper presents a statistical analysis of the motion of hail-producing supercells in Germany based on
data from a radar-based cell detection and tracking algorithm and a mesocyclone detection algorithm. The
parameterization of supercell motion by Bunkers et al. (2000), originally developed using storm data from
the United States, is evaluated regarding its applicability in Central Europe, where storm environments have
other dynamic and thermodynamic characteristics owing to different geographical features. As a first step,
the motion of 354 observed supercells in the warm season (April to September) 2013–2016 is compared
to the motion obtained with the original parameterization. The cells are classified as right-moving or left-
moving supercells due to their motion direction with regard to the vertical wind shear of the environment,
which is calculated using high-resolution model analyses. Afterwards, the accuracy of the parameterization
is checked for both motion classes, as well as for classifications according to the lifetime, track length, and
severity proxies of the cells. Clear differences between observed and parameterized motion are obtained for all
categories, calling for an adjustment of the parameterization in a second step. This adjusted parameterization
improves the storm motion estimation for most of the storm categories. A better storm motion estimation
improves the calculation of storm-relative helicity, enabling a more reliable nowcasting and forecasting of
supercell potential.
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1 Introduction1

Severe convective storms (SCS) and associated phe-2

nomena, such as heavy rainfall, large hail, or straight3

line winds and tornadoes, frequently cause consider-4

able damage to buildings, vehicles, critical infrastruc-5

ture, and agriculture crops across large parts of Europe6

(Kunz and Geissbuehler, 2017; Púčik et al., 2019).7

Over the past two decades, SCS have accounted for8

about one-third of all losses from natural hazards in Cen-9

tral Europe (MunichRe, 2018), with hail accounting10

for the largest share. Supercells are the most dangerous11

convective cells, capable of spawning the largest hail-12

stones, the heaviest rainfall amounts, and the most vio-13

lent tornadoes (Chisholm and Renick, 1972; Bunkers14

et al., 2000). Supercells feature a characteristic rotating15

updraft associated with directional shear in combina-16

tion with tilting, stretching, and the advection of stream-17

wise vorticity (e.g., Davies-Jones, 1984; Droegemeier18

et al., 1993; Markowski and Richardson, 2010).19

Looking at the occurrence of SCS in Europe in re-20

cent decades, we find that six of the ten most expen-21

sive hailstorms have occurred in Germany, which makes22

the country most affected by SCS / hail (Púčik et al.,23

2019; Allen et al., 2020). Examples of major damaging24
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storms include the two supercells on 27 and 28 July 2013 25

in central and southern Germany, respectively, with eco- 26

nomic losses of around EUR 3.6 billion because of 27

large hail (Kunz et al., 2018); the storm cluster Ela on 28

8–10 July 2014 with economic losses of EUR 2.6 billion 29

mainly in France (SwissRe, 2015) caused by large hail 30

and severe wind gusts (Mathias et al., 2017); and the 31

Munich supercell on 10 July 2019, for which a total loss 32

of almost EUR 1.0 billion (insured loss EUR 0.75 bil- 33

lion) was reported (Munich Re, 2020; Wilhelm et al., 34

2021). Renewable energy systems (solar, wind turbines), 35

which are currently being substantially expanded in Ger- 36

many and Europe, are particularly susceptible to SCS 37

(Mishnaevsky Jr et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2022). The 38

widespread failure of these energy systems can lead to 39

power outages and mid-term power shortages. 40

Losses from SCS have seen the largest increase of 41

all weather-related perils in Central Europe (Hoeppe, 42

2016; Púčik et al., 2019). Besides an increase in vul- 43

nerable assets in combination with higher susceptibil- 44

ity of modern buildings, the damage increase is at least 45

to a large extent in response to climate change (Rau- 46

pach et al., 2021). As a result of anthropogenic warm- 47

ing, low-level moisture and convective instability have 48

already increased (Mohr and Kunz, 2013; Rädler 49

et al., 2018; Taszarek et al., 2020a) and are expected to 50

further increase (Mohr et al., 2015; Púčik et al., 2017; 51

Rädler et al., 2019) owing to the Clausius-Clapeyron 52

scaling (O’Gorman and Muller, 2010). Furthermore, 53
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it is generally anticipated that simultaneously the melt-54

ing height will rise, enhancing hailstone melting (Prein55

and Heymsfield, 2020), whereas vertical wind shear is56

expected to slightly decrease (Trapp et al., 2007), but57

with limited influence as it will be overshadowed by the58

other factors.59

Given the large damage associated with SCS, in par-60

ticular with supercells, and the expected increase in their61

intensity and frequency in future decades, it is of utter-62

most importance to better understand their dynamics in63

order to issue more reliable warnings that potentially can64

reduce related adverse effects. Despite considerable ad-65

vances in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models66

over recent years, the predictability of hailstorms is still67

very low even by cloud-resolving state-of-the-art nu-68

merical weather prediction (NWP) models (Kunz et al.,69

2018). Main reasons for the limited predictability of70

thunderstorms are the high nonlinearity of the processes71

involved in their formation and intensification, their in-72

teraction across scales ranging from cloud microphysics73

over local-scale trigger mechanisms to mesoscale dy-74

namics, and operational observations that usually do not75

fully cover or resolve convective processes. Nowcast-76

ing routines, designed to predict severe weather events77

for lead times of a few minutes up to one or two hours78

(e.g., Dixon and Wiener, 1993; James et al., 2018;79

Hamann et al., 2019), generally have a higher predic-80

tion skill compared to purely NWP models as they rely81

on already observed storms from remote sensing instru-82

ments (particularly radar or satellite). Rapidly updat-83

ing convection-allowing model ensembles, such as the84

National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) Warn-on-85

Forecast System (Skinner et al., 2018) or the Seam-86

less INtegrated FOrecastiNg sYstem (SINFONY) of87

the German Weather Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst,88

DWD; Ulbrich et al., 2022), skillfully predict storm89

paths for short lead times, but only if storm signals90

have been assimilated. Prerequisite for a high prediction91

skill and high quality of derived warnings, however, are92

sound estimates of the expected lifetime, intensity and93

spatial extent of the storms (Zöbisch et al., 2020; Wil-94

helm et al., in review), as well as the propagation speed95

and direction. The latter two factors, however, are not96

easy to determine for supercells because they cannot be97

derived solely from the ambient wind field.98

The dynamics of supercells are largely controlled by99

dynamic pressure perturbations on the updraft flanks100

generating vertical pressure gradients extending over a101

deep layer (Weisman and Klemp, 1982; Rotunno and102

Klemp, 1985; Bunkers et al., 2000; Markowski and103

Richardson, 2010). These pressure perturbations can104

be approximately divided into a linear and nonlinear105

part. Nonlinear pressure perturbations in an environ-106

ment with prevailing crosswise vorticity associated with107

a straight hodograph are responsible for cell splitting,108

one of the key features of supercells. At the beginning of109

the cell splitting, a pair of cyclonic and anticyclonic rota-110

tion at the flanks of the former updraft forms through tilt-111

ing of the horizontal vorticity associated with the mean112

shear (Rotunno and Klemp, 1985; Klemp, 1987). The 113

vortex lines are then tilted downward by a rain-induced 114

downdraft resulting in a downward directed pressure 115

gradient force. The original updraft-centered vortex pair 116

is transformed into two vortex pairs with lifting on both 117

flanks, from which two individual cells develop. In case 118

of a strongly curved hodograph and related streamwise 119

vorticity, cell splitting is rare. 120

Linear pressure perturbations arise when the updrafts 121

interact with the sheared environment. A dynamic pres- 122

sure gradient force is directed upwards on the right flank, 123

but downwards on the left flank in cases where the wind 124

turns clockwise with height (Klemp, 1987). As a conse- 125

quence, this linear forcing leads to a weakening (and dis- 126

sipation) of the left-moving cell, while the right-moving 127

cell is invigorated. In the case of a counterclockwise 128

hodograph, it is the other way around. 129

The motion of a supercell can deviate significantly 130

from the (vertically averaged) mean wind (Browning, 131

1964; Bunkers et al., 2000). Rather the motion is con- 132

trolled by both the advection of the updraft by the mean 133

wind and the propagation away from the mean wind 134

either toward the right or the left of the shear vector; 135

the latter governed by (linear and nonlinear) dynamic 136

pressure perturbations (Markowski and Richardson, 137

2010). For storms in the US, it was observed that non- 138

severe thunderstorms moved with a representative mean 139

wind, while stronger, larger, and longer-lived thunder- 140

storms moved slower and to the right of the mean wind 141

(Bunkers et al., 2000). For Europe (France and Ger- 142

many), Kunz et al. (2020) found that most of the severe 143

hail streaks (diameter > 5 cm) identified from radar data 144

propagated to the right of the mean wind at 500 hPa. An 145

angle difference between 10 and 30° was observed in 146

35 % of the events, while 21 % had an even larger angle 147

difference. 148

The propagation of a supercell is determined largely 149

by linear and nonlinear interactions between the up- 150

draft and the environmental wind field at different lev- 151

els, as alluded to above (Davies-Jones, 2002). Different 152

conceptual models (e.g., Fujita and Grandoso, 1968; 153

Rotunno and Klemp, 1985) have attributed the devi- 154

ation of the storm motion from the mean tropospheric 155

wind to asymmetrically distributed pressure or vertical 156

pressure-gradient forces, which in turn depend on en- 157

vironmental shear. Based on that, several authors have 158

suggested to express the supercell motion either as a 159

function of mean wind speed and direction or with re- 160

spect to the wind shear vector (e.g., Browning, 1964; 161

Davies and Johns, 1993; Rasmussen and Blanchard, 162

1998), the latter being preferable because related meth- 163

ods are Galilean invariant (i.e., the relationship between 164

predicted storm motion and the hodograph is indepen- 165

dent of the mean wind). A good overview of the differ- 166

ent methods is provided by Bunkers et al. (2000). Their 167

proposed and popular method (hereinafter referred to as 168

BU_2000) predicts supercell motion to be 7.5 m s−1 per- 169

pendicular to the shear vector constructed as the differ- 170

ence between 0–500 m and 5.5–6 km mean wind. This 171
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method to predict supercell motion for both right- and172

left-moving storms was derived and evaluated for a sam-173

ple of 290 supercell tracks reconstructed from various174

authors and hodographs from proximity soundings in the175

United States.176

Ambient conditions, particularly prevailing wind177

shear, instability, and moisture content, however, largely178

differ between the United States and Europe, mainly be-179

cause of different geographical features (size and ori-180

entation of large mountain chains, local topography).181

Graf et al. (2011), for example, found from backward182

trajectories of tornado events that low-level flow block-183

ing by the Alps and the relatively-colder sea surface tem-184

peratures over the Atlantic (in contrast to that over the185

Gulf of Mexico) decisively reduces wind shear and ther-186

modynamic instabilities of tornado environments in Eu-187

rope. Similar differences in severe storm environments188

in Europe and the US were analyzed by Taszarek et al.189

(2020b) and Taszarek et al. (2020c). A less sheared en-190

vironment and less instability, which reduces the vertical191

extent of the mesocyclone, in Europe compared to the192

U.S. may lead to systematic differences in storm motion.193

The main objective of our study therefore is to statis-194

tically evaluate the skill of the BU_2000 method to pre-195

dict the motion of supercells in Germany, and to adapt196

the method by adjusting the parameter values to the ob-197

served supercells including both right- and left-movers.198

Our sample of supercells as well as the analyses are sep-199

arated into different classes according to specific object200

characteristics, such as intensity level, length, or life-201

time. The adjusted BU_2000 method is used to estimate202

the impact on the storm-relative helicity (SRH), which203

was found to outperform deep-layer shear as predictor of204

SCS (Kunz et al., 2020). An optimization of the motion205

prediction of supercells is of high relevance for nowcast-206

ing purposes as alluded to previously.207

For the above described analyses and assessments,208

three different data sets available for the study area of209

Germany were combined: (i) tracks of convective cells210

reconstructed from three-dimensional (3D) radar data211

using the cell-tracking algorithm TRACE3D (Hand-212

werker, 2002; Schmidberger, 2018); (ii) mesocyclone213

objects from the radar-based Mesocyclone Detection Al-214

gorithm (MCD; Hengstebeck et al., 2018) of DWD;215

and (iii) assimilation analyses from DWD’s formerly op-216

erational NWP model COSMO-EU. The cell tracks are217

used to estimate the storm motion vector. As the focus is218

on SCS solely, only tracks above a reflectivity of 55 dBZ219

are considered (Puskeiler et al., 2016; Schmidberger,220

2018). The MCD data set allows both to filter supercells221

from the sample of tracks and to estimate a certain in-222

tensity level. With the assimilation analyses hodographs223

in the vicinity of the storm tracks can be estimated. The224

study period covers a 4-year period from 2013 to 2016225

(April to September), for which all data sets are avail-226

able. In total 354 supercells were identified homoge-227

neously using the same methods and from uniform data228

sets (in contrast to BU_2000, who combined SCS tracks229

from different studies reconstructed by applying differ- 230

ent methods). 231

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 intro- 232

duces the methods and data sets used. Section 3 evalu- 233

ates supercell motion using both the original BU_2000 234

and an adjusted parameterization, and investigates the 235

differences according to different object classes. The im- 236

pact of the adjusted parameterization on SRH for all su- 237

percells is presented in Section 4. Section 5 finally sum- 238

marizes the major findings and draws some conclusions. 239

2 Methods and data 240

As a short recap, we briefly summarize the most im- 241

portant details of the BU_2000 parameterization first. 242

Afterwards, we describe the different data used in the 243

study at hand, as well as the respective preprocessing 244

and the subsequently following combination of the dif- 245

ferent data sets. 246

2.1 Storm motion parameterization 247

In general, two main atmospheric factors are decisive for 248

the motion of supercells: first, the vertically averaged 249

wind speed and direction determining the advection of 250

the cells, and second the vertical wind shear, which in- 251

duces the rotation of convective updrafts by vortex-tube 252

tilting of streamwise vorticity. The flanks of the rotat- 253

ing updraft are affected by the dynamic forcing, leading 254

to a deviation of the cell motion direction from the mean 255

(horizontal) wind (e.g., Weisman and Klemp, 1986). As 256

a consequence of the linear pressure perturbations, cells 257

forming a rotating mesocyclone can move right or left 258

with respect to the vertical wind shear vector. Defin- 259

ing it with respect to the vertical wind shear vector, as 260

also done by Bunkers et al. (2000), is more common 261

than with respect to the mean wind. In many cases, a 262

cell moving to the right (left) of the vertical wind shear 263

also moves to the right (left) of the mean wind anyway 264

(Markowski and Richardson, 2010). In the BU_2000 265

parameterization, the storm motion vector c is therefore 266

parameterized for a right-moving (rm) cell as 267

crm = vm + D

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

vs × k̂
|vs|

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.1)

and for a left-moving (lm) supercell as 268

clm = vm − D

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

vs × k̂
|vs|

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.2)

Herein, vm represents the vertically averaged horizon- 269

tal wind vector and vs the wind difference between 270

two vertical layers as a measure of vertical wind shear. 271

The parameter D determines the strength of the mo- 272

tion deviation from the mean wind. In order to examine 273

these formulas, Bunkers et al. (2000) used 260 right- 274

moving and 30 left-moving supercells over the contigu- 275

ous United States. Those cells were partly taken from 276
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earlier studies, partly obtained by archived doppler radar277

data and meteorological literature, and were augmented278

by video or eyewitness reports. Even though there were279

supercells where a shallower or thicker layer was more280

appropriate, the observed motion could be reproduced281

best, in general, with vm as non-pressure-weighted mean282

wind between 0 and 6 km above ground level (AGL), a283

parameter value of D = 7.5 m s−1, and vs as the 0–0.5 to284

5.5–6 km wind shear (AGL). 0–0.5 to 5.5–6 km means,285

that a mean wind from a 500 m thick layer of that height286

is used as the lower and upper bounds of the shear287

vector. In the BU_2000 parameterization, the required288

environmental data for the computation of the mean289

wind and vertical wind shear were taken from proximity290

soundings.291

2.2 Data292

Three data sets covering the period 2013–2016, with293

only the warm season (April to September) considered294

as most of the severe convective storms form during295

these months in Central Europe, are used in this study to296

identify supercells over Germany and to examine their297

motion:298

1. Storm tracks objectively obtained from the radar-299

based cell detection and tracking algorithm300

TRACE3D (Handwerker, 2002), giving infor-301

mation about potentially hail-producing convective302

cells;303

2. Mesocyclone objects (meso-objects) from the radar-304

based MCD of DWD, indicating the occurrence of305

possible supercells (Hengstebeck et al., 2018);306

3. Assimilation analyses from DWD’s formerly opera-307

tional NWP model COSMO-EU, which allow a high-308

resolution assessment of the meteorological ambi-309

ent conditions such as the wind field (Schulz and310

Schättler, 2014).311

2.2.1 Data preprocessing312

The tracking algorithm TRACE3D originally developed313

by Handwerker (2002) for spherical coordinates uti-314

lizes 3D radar reflectivity data from DWD’s radar net-315

work that are available every 15 minutes, covering Ger-316

many and neighbouring regions. Basically, the algorithm317

performs two steps: first, the detection of a convective318

cell considering an adaptive threshold method. Based319

on a first reflectivity threshold, regions of intense pre-320

cipitation are identified. A second threshold depending321

on the highest detected reflectivity value within this re-322

gion is used to determine individual cells that are called323

reflectivity cores. The second step consists of assigning324

reflectivity cores from the radar scan 15 minutes before325

to the cores from the current scan. The algorithm was326

later adapted by Schmidberger (2018) to cartesian co-327

ordinates of the reflectivity data from the DWD radar328

network. The TRACE3D setup used by Puskeiler et al.329

(2016) considered a lower threshold value of 55 dBZ ir- 330

respective of the height to best identify potentially hail- 331

producing cells. An evaluation of the radar-derived hail 332

days with loss data from a building and an agricul- 333

tural insurance company confirmed the reliability of the 334

methods and the results. The output of the tracking al- 335

gorithm TRACE3D are identified potential hail streaks 336

with the geographic center point, the average motion di- 337

rection φobs and velocity vobs, and the length and width 338

of the tracks. When speaking about the lifetime of these 339

objects in the following, this refers to the duration of 340

detection. The real total lifetime (including stages with 341

lower reflectivities) of the associated convective cells is 342

longer. 343

The MCD utilizes 3D radar-based radial Doppler 344

velocity data with a time resolution of 5 minutes. It 345

searches for high values of positive azimuthal shear, rep- 346

resented by a strong change of radial velocity in the di- 347

rection of the radar sweep, which are connected with 348

cyclonic rotation (Hengstebeck et al., 2018). Mesoan- 349

ticyclones are not considered in the algorithm because 350

they are observed less frequently compared to mesocy- 351

clones. However, Hengstebeck et al. (2018) mention 352

that mesoanticyclones can often co-occur with cycloni- 353

cally rotating systems, as in the case of bow echoes 354

with cyclone-anticyclone-couplets, left-movers originat- 355

ing from splitting storms, or supercells with a cycloni- 356

cally rotating updraft and anticyclonic shear in the mi- 357

dlevels (cf. Section 3.1.1). As a first step of the MCD, 358

pattern vectors are defined as a sequence of positive az- 359

imuthal shear. Closely located pattern vectors can be 360

merged into a two-dimensional (2D) feature if they ex- 361

ceed a certain threshold and fulfill a symmetry crite- 362

rion. These first steps follow basically the pattern vec- 363

tor approach by Zrnik et al. (1985). Afterwards, de- 364

tected features in different elevations of radar scans can 365

be combined to 3D meso-objects. Depending on their 366

horizontal diameter, vertical extent and maximum az- 367

imuthal shear, the meso-objects are classified into dif- 368

ferent severity levels as shown in Table 1. The MCD 369

provides two diameter measures: the simple diameter, 370

which is defined as the diameter of the largest 2D fea- 371

ture, and the equivalent diameter, which corresponds to 372

the diameter of a circle with the same area as the group 373

of pattern vectors that compose the biggest 2D feature. 374

In contrast to Hengstebeck et al. (2018), we used the 375

diameter instead of the equivalent diameter for the sever- 376

ity classification, because information on the equivalent 377

diameter was rarely available in the data set provided 378

by DWD. 379

The hourly environmental field data from the NWP 380

model COSMO-EU are originally available on a ro- 381

tated spherical grid encompassing all of Europe with a 382

grid point distance of 0.0625° (about 7 km; Schulz and 383

Schättler, 2014). These data were rotated to a regu- 384

lar latitude-longitude grid with the zonal and meridional 385

wind components transformed accordingly. On the ro- 386

tated grid, the surface geopotential as well as the geopo- 387

tential height and the horizontal wind on different pres- 388
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Figure 1: Number of meso-objects per storm track; all tracks with at least five meso-objects (vertical dotted line) are classified as supercells
with a specific severity level (colors).

Table 1: Thresholds for classifying meso-objects into different
severity levels (Hengstebeck et al., 2018) and number of cells with
at least 5 associated meso-objects per severity level. All three condi-
tions must be met for one meso-object to be assigned to the respec-
tive severity level.

severity level

condition unit 0 1 2 3 4 5

diameter km > – 3 3 5 5 5
vertical extent km > – 1 2 3 6 8
maximum azimuthal shear m s−1 km−1 > – 5 7 10 20 30

number of cells 5 53 110 151 31 4

sure levels from 1000 up to 50 hPa were available for389

the calculation of mean wind and vertical wind shear for390

input to Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) (Wilhelm, 2022).391

2.2.2 Data combination392

When combining the data, it is important to consider393

that the maximum reflectivity and the rotating updraft of394

a supercell are usually spatially displaced (Markowski395

and Richardson, 2010). For this reason, we enlarged396

the TRACE3D track width by 10 km on each side. How-397

ever, the larger the width, the more often a mesocyclone398

detected by the MCD can be assigned to a wrong cell.399

Thus, the 10 km extension applied here is a compro-400

mise between incorrect and missed assignments. Only401

cells which were detected with TRACE3D at least for402

5 time steps (75 minutes) were considered, as the typ-403

ical lifetime of supercells is longer than 1 h (Bunkers404

et al., 2006; Markowski and Richardson, 2010, ).405

Due to the high temporal resolution of the radar406

data, multiple meso-objects from the MCD with differ-407

ent severity levels are assigned to each TRACE3D cell408

object. Since the highest intensity level throughout the409

life cycle of the cell is most decisive for the associated410

potential damage, we considered only the highest level411

in the subsequent analyses (cf. Table 1). If a track has412

no or only a few assigned meso-objects, it is assumed 413

not to be a supercell and is sorted out of the sample. Ac- 414

cording to the frequency distribution of the number of 415

meso-objects assigned to a storm track (Fig. 1), show- 416

ing a kind of knee at a value of five, this value was set 417

as the lower limit of meso-objects defining a supercell, 418

knowing that a different choice could affect the results 419

(cf. Section 5). This strict filtering may remove some 420

weak supercells from the sample. However, it ensures to 421

a high degree of certainty that the sample consists only 422

of real supercells, which is a prerequisite for the com- 423

parison with the BU_2000 parameterization estimating 424

the supercell motion. 425

After applying the procedure as described above to 426

the 2161 TRACE3D objects, the final supercell data set 427

consists of 354 supercells (16.4 %) over Germany and 428

neighbouring regions (Fig. 2). The corresponding distri- 429

bution of severity levels is shown in Table 1. Because of 430

low numbers of severity levels 0 (five cells) and 5 (four 431

cells), these are combined with the levels 1 and 4, re- 432

spectively, for the analyses. 433

Because the BU_2000 parameterization (Eq. (2.1) 434

and (2.2)) requires information about wind speed and 435

direction at different height levels, we calculated these 436

values from the pressure-level based COSMO-EU wind 437

and geopotential data using a linear interpolation onto 438

equidistant height levels. Because COSMO-EU data are 439

available hourly, we decided to take the values as close 440

as possible to the time of the first cell detection in 441

TRACE3D for the calculation of mean wind and vertical 442

wind shear. If a cell is detected at 30 minutes after the 443

hour, the data from the following hour were taken. For 444

those cells with an early detection of an initial meso- 445

object, this method should work well. For a cell with 446

a long track that contains meso-objects only late in its 447

course, however, other environmental data might be a 448

better choice. Nevertheless, this method is likely to be 449

superior to using proximity soundings. Spatially, we av- 450

eraged wind and geopotential height across the nine grid 451

points closest to the reconstructed starting coordinate of 452
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Figure 2: Storm tracks of all 354 supercells identified in the summer
half-years (April to September) in the period from 2013 to 2016;
colors indicate the highest severity level of the associated meso-
objects obtained throughout the life cycle.

the cell track, although Potvin et al. (2010) discussed453

that soundings of too close distance to the storm could454

be less useful for the storm environment due to convec-455

tive feedbacks like anvil shadowing or precipitation and456

found an optimal distance of 40 to 80 km. For the closest457

144 grid points (corresponding to an area of about 80 km458

length), the results in the study at hand are qualitatively459

very similar to those with only the nine closest grid460

points (cf. Section 3.1).461

After the interpolation of the wind field as described462

above, a non-pressure-weighted mean wind between463

0 and 6 km AGL was calculated in agreement with464

BU_2000. The same averaging procedure was applied465

between 5.5 and 6 km, and between 0 and 0.5 km AGL,466

with their difference providing a measure for the verti-467

cal wind shear (deep-layer shear). With this shear vec-468

tor, it is possible to characterize each cell of the data set469

as right- or left-moving supercell, considering its cor-470

responding observed average motion direction. After-471

wards, the motion of the supercells can be computed472

using Eq. (2.1) or (2.2). As an example, Fig. 3 shows473

data of a supercell that caused major damage in south-474

western Germany on 28 July 2013 (Kunz et al., 2018).475

The non-pressure-weighted mean wind and the vertical476

wind shear of the environment, calculated as described477

above, can be seen as well as the motion according to478

the Eq. (2.1). This motion can then be compared with479

the observed motion via TRACE3D, which by its posi-480

tion to the right of the vertical shear vector causes the481

cell to be classified as a right-moving supercell.482

Figure 3: Vertical wind difference (shear) between 0–0.5 km and
5.5–6 km (line), non-pressure-weighted mean wind (+), observed
motion from the radar tracking algorithm TRACE3D (*), and com-
puted motion with the BU_2000 parameterization (°) for one exem-
plaric supercell in southwestern Germany on 28 July 2013 (Kunz
et al., 2018). Since the observed motion is on the right side of the
vertical wind shear vector, the cell is characterized as a right-moving
supercell and the computed motion is to the right of the mean wind
on an imaginary line orthogonal to the shear vector.

3 Evaluation of supercell motion 483

After the preparation of the supercell data set, the differ- 484

ences between parameterized and observed storm mo- 485

tion can be evaluated. Instead of using zonal and merid- 486

ional components, it is more convenient to express the 487

motion in terms of direction and velocity. To evaluate 488

Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) for supercell motion, the following 489

difference between parameterized and observed direc- 490

tion (φBU and φobs) is used for each cell of the data set: 491

Δφ̃ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

atan2
[
sin(φBU − φobs),
cos(φBU − φobs)

] , for right-moving
supercells

−atan2
[
sin(φBU − φobs),
cos(φBU − φobs)

] , for left-moving
supercells

,

(3.1)

with the tilde indicating that Δφ̃ is not the simple di- 492

rection difference, but the bias of the direction devia- 493

tion from the mean wind by the parameterization com- 494

pared to the observed deviation. Thus, a positive Δφ̃ 495

describes either right-moving cells with parameterized 496

direction too far to the right, or left-moving cells too 497

far to the left compared to the observed motion direc- 498

tion. In turn, negative Δφ̃ expresses an underestimation 499

of the direction deviation by the parameterization. The 500

formulation with the atan2 function (according to the 501

R raster package, https://rdocumentation.org/packages/ 502

raster/versions/3.5-15, accessed on 22 February 2023) 503

makes sure that the periodicity of the angle coordinate 504

is taken into account. 505

For the difference between parameterized and ob- 506

served velocity (vBU and vobs), the velocities are normal- 507

https://rdocumentation.org/packages/raster/versions/3.5-15
https://rdocumentation.org/packages/raster/versions/3.5-15
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Figure 4: Scatter plots for direction difference Δφ̃ and normalized velocity difference Δṽ for all 354 supercells, separately for right- and
left-moving cells, with (a) the BU_2000 parameterization and (b) the BU_4.0 parameterization. (c) is analogous to (a) and (d) to (b) but with
using 144 grid points instead of nine for the storm environment. The respective kernel densities (30 sampling points for Δφ̃ ∈ [−130°, 130°]
and Δṽ ∈ [−1.2, 1.2], respectively) obtained with a Gaussian kernel are displayed with the frequency levels 0.25 (thick solid line), 0.75 (thin
solid) and 0.9 (dashed).

ized with their arithmetic mean:508

Δṽ =
vBU − vobs

0.5 · (vBU + vobs)
. (3.2)

The tilde indicates that Δṽ is not the simple motion ve-509

locity difference, but rather a normalized dimensionless510

number, which simplifies the comparison of the individ-511

ual results of slow- and fast-moving cells by providing512

a relative measure. It is normalized in the way that val-513

ues of equal magnitude for Δṽ are obtained when vBU is514

twice or half as large as vobs. A symmetric normaliza-515

tion only by vobs, where equal magnitude for Δṽ would516

be obtained for the same increment above or decrement517

below vobs, was also tested. However, because of fairly518

similar results and the left-bounded value range of vobs,519

the normalized velocity difference according to Eq. (3.2) 520

is used in this study. 521

3.1 Adjustment of the BU_2000 522

parameterization 523

3.1.1 Original parameterization 524

The values of Δφ̃ and Δṽ from Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) for 525

the 354 supercells are evaluated separately for left- and 526

right-moving supercells (Fig. 4). Out of the 354 super- 527

cells, 80 are classified as left-moving and 274 right- 528

moving. As mentioned above, the MCD (Hengstebeck 529

et al. 2018) was used by DWD such that only mesocy- 530

clones (and no mesoanticyclones) were detected, imply- 531

ing that the majority of storms in the data set moves 532
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Figure 5: Box- and Whiskers plots for the direction difference Δφ̃ with adjusted parameter D = 4.0 m s−1 (filled boxes) and original
parameter D = 7.5 m s−1 (hatched boxes) for all 354 supercells divided into different categories: 1) motion direction, 2) length of storm
track, 3) cell lifetime, 4) severity level and 5) number of associated meso-objects. Boxes show the IQR, whiskers outliers up to a deviation
of 1.5 IQR. On the right-hand side the respective fraction of cells which contributes to a special category is given.

to the right with respect to the deep-layer shear vector.533

However, 22.6 % of the cells are left-moving, often co-534

inciding with a partially cyclonal curvature of the hodo-535

graph in the lowermost 4 km (Note that the mesocyclone536

base height mostly ranges between 2 and 4 km AGL).537

Fig. 4a shows that the parameterized direction for538

left-moving supercells is too far to the left and for right-539

moving cells too far to the right. This is a very clear540

result because all shown frequency levels of the ker-541

nel density estimation (Parzen, 1962), which is used542

here as a non-parametric way to estimate the underly-543

ing parametric probability distribution (Wilks, 2019),544

are shifted towards the right when using BU_2000, es-545

pecially the frequency level 0.25, which indicates that546

the 25 % of supercells within the highest-density region547

of the data set have overestimated direction deviations.548

The overestimation appears even more remarkable when549

viewing at the interquartile range (IQR) of the direc-550

tion difference for both right- and left-movers, show-551

ing that the middle 50 % of the distribution are in the552

positive range of values (Fig. 5). For the velocity the553

differences are not as large as for the direction, but a554

slight overestimation can be seen for both motion di-555

rections, especially for the right-moving cells (Fig. 4a556

and 6). The same overestimation of direction deviation557

from the mean wind and velocity can be seen when cal-558

culating mean wind and shear within a larger proximity559

of 144 grid points around the storm (Fig. 4c).560

3.1.2 Adjusted parameterization 561

The almost systematic differences between observed 562

and predicted supercell velocity and direction found 563

above make it imperative to adjust the BU_2000 mo- 564

tion parameterization. In order to achieve a rather sim- 565

ple adjustment in the direction estimation, the constant 566

parameter D in Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) is slightly modified. 567

According to the equations, a reduction of D leads, in 568

general, to less deviation of cell motion from the mean 569

wind and therefore to a better direction estimation for 570

the data set. Since Δṽ is too high for both categories, re- 571

ducing D might also improve the estimation of motion 572

velocity. 573

The parameter D is systematically reduced with 574

decrements of 0.5 m s−1 starting from the original value 575

of 7.5 m s−1. For each new D value, direction and ve- 576

locity as well as the mean absolute error MAE are com- 577

puted, the latter according to Wilks (2019) via 578

MAE =
1
n

n∑

i=1

|Δxi| , (3.3)

where n = 354 and Δxi are the direction differences Δφ̃ 579

or normalized velocity differences Δṽ, respectively, for 580

each cell. The mean error for the direction difference 581

is smallest for D = 4.0 m s−1 with MAE = 15.9°, 582

smaller than for the original value of D = 7.5 m s−1 with 583
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Figure 6: Same plots as in Fig. 5, but for the normalized velocity difference Δṽ instead of direction difference Δφ̃.

MAE = 21.8°. For the normalized velocity, the value584

D = 3.5 m s−1 with MAE = 0.278 provides the smallest585

error, which, however, is only marginally smaller than586

for D = 4.0 m s−1 with MAE = 0.279. Both values587

show an improvement compared to the original value588

D = 7.5 m s−1 with MAE = 0.296. As a consequence, we589

decided to adjust the BU_2000 parameterization of su-590

percell motion with D = 4.0 m s−1 in order to achieve the591

best estimations of storm motion on average. Because it592

has the same structure as the BU_2000 parameterization,593

but with a different parameter D, this parameterization594

is called BU_4.0 in the following. Using the 144 closest595

grid points leads to slightly different MAE values, but596

with the same reasoning as above, D = 4.0 m s−1 would597

be the optimal value for storm motion estimation.598

With this adjusted parameter D, the cell motion599

direction can be estimated well, especially for right-600

moving supercells. The values of the direction differ-601

ence Δφ̃ seem to be nearly evenly distributed around602

zero (Fig. 4b), leading to a median only slightly differ-603

ent from zero (Fig. 5). The estimation of the direction604

of left-moving supercells is not as good as for right-605

moving cells, but better than with the BU_2000 param-606

eterization. For the velocity, the estimation is better for607

right-moving supercells with the BU_4.0 parameteriza-608

tion (Fig. 6). Their IQR is nearly the same as before,609

but the median of Δṽ is close to zero, what can also610

be assumed by glancing at the kernel density estimation611

in Fig. 4b. Only the velocity estimated for left-moving612

supercells produces larger differences compared to the613

original D value. In summary, the BU_4.0 parameteri- 614

zation leads to much better results in the estimation of 615

motion for the 274 right-moving supercells, but for the 616

80 left-moving supercells only in the estimation of direc- 617

tion. Since the results are again very similar for 144 grid 618

points (Fig. 4d), the focus in the following is only on the 619

results for the nine closest grid points representing the 620

storm environment. 621

3.2 Relations of certain storm track features 622

and motion estimation 623

Apart from their motion, supercells have several other 624

classifiable features that are of high relevance, for exam- 625

ple, with regard to their damage potential (cf. Section 1). 626

These features include the lifetime of the supercell, the 627

length of the storm track, or the number of associated 628

meso-objects and severity levels. In the following, we 629

investigate whether there are systematic differences in 630

the estimation of supercell motion depending on these 631

features. In doing so, we first checked which of the fea- 632

tures are correlated. Because the distributions of the dif- 633

ferent features deviate from the normal distribution, we 634

considered the Spearman rank-correlation coefficient ρ 635

only (Table 2). 636

The significance level expressed by the p-value is 637

always high enough to indicate statistical significance, 638

with very small p-values ranging from 10−16 up to a 639

maximum of 4 · 10−4. The correlation coefficient shows 640

small to moderate correlations for some features (e.g., 641
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Table 2: Spearman correlation coefficient ρ and significance level p for different combinations of the supercell features.

feature 1 feature 2 ρ p

storm track length lifetime 0.612 < 2.2 · 10−16

storm track length number of meso-objects 0.408 1.2 · 10−15

storm track length severity level 0.281 7.7 · 10−8

lifetime number of meso objects 0.414 4.5 · 10−16

lifetime severity level 0.187 3.9 · 10−4

number of meso-objects severity level 0.578 < 2.2 · 10−16

lifetime and severity level). Higher correlations exist be-642

tween lifetime, storm track length and number of asso-643

ciated meso-objects, whereas the strongest correlation is644

computed between storm track length and lifetime with645

ρ = 0.612.646

3.2.1 Feature relations to direction difference647

First, the focus in the analyses is on the direction differ-648

ence between parameterized and observed direction Δφ̃,649

which has shown an improvement for the BU_4.0 pa-650

rameterization (Section 3.1). It is striking that with the651

original parameter D = 7.5 m s−1 the first quartile is652

above zero for all features except for cells with a short653

track of less than 50 km (Fig. 5), indicating a general654

direction difference overestimation by the BU_2000 pa-655

rameterization. After the adjustment with D = 4.0 m s−1,656

the zero value is always within the middle 50 % of the657

distribution, and the median of the direction difference658

is closer to zero for all categories. The IQR becomes659

smaller after the adjustment for all categories except for660

the most severe cells with severity level 4 and 5.661

For the classification with regard to the storm track662

length, the largest improvement is obtained for cells with663

long tracks of at least 100 km, for which the IQR is664

clearly reduced and the median very close to zero. Also665

for a medium length (at least 50, but less than 100 km)666

and for short cell tracks (smaller than 50 km), the esti-667

mation of the direction is clearly improved compared to668

the BU_2000 parameterization. Analogous findings are669

seen for the lifetime of the supercells, as these two cate-670

gories show the highest correlation (cf. Table 2).671

The severity level feature has the smallest correla-672

tion with the other features, especially with lifetime and673

storm track length. For the most severe cells the direc-674

tion estimation is only marginally improved with the675

BU_4.0 parameterization. Whereas the median is closer676

to zero and the zero value is within the middle 50 % of677

the distribution with the BU_4.0 parameterization, the678

motion direction is slightly underestimated yielding a679

somewhat higher IQR. For the least severe cells, in con-680

trast, the direction is still slightly overestimated.681

For the analysis of the number of meso-objects as-682

signed to each supercell, the data set is divided into cells683

with less than 10, at least 10 but less than 20, at least 20684

but less than 40 and at least 40 meso-objects. For some685

of these categories the median is above, for some below,686

but always closer to zero after adjusting the D parameter.687

Moreover, the middle 50 % of the distribution narrow for 688

each category. 689

The results for the categories of the different storm 690

track features show that with the simple adjustment of 691

parameter D, the estimation of the direction can be im- 692

proved substantially not only for the whole data set but 693

also for many useful supercell classifications. Especially 694

the results for the severity level with an underestimation 695

of storm motion direction for the most severe cells indi- 696

cate that a separation into different categories or a more 697

sophisticated adjustment might be beneficial for appli- 698

cation purposes or subsequent studies. The same applies 699

for the overestimation in the direction for the less severe 700

cells. 701

3.2.2 Feature relations to velocity difference 702

For the normalized velocity difference Δṽ, the adjust- 703

ment of the parameterization parameter to D = 4.0 turns 704

out to be beneficial for many storm track features, but 705

not for a few others (Fig. 6). Basically for right-moving 706

cells, the change in D leads to a significant improvement 707

in velocity estimation visible at the position of the me- 708

dian and the quartiles. In contrast, a deterioration can be 709

seen for left-moving cells as mentioned above (see also 710

Fig. 4). 711

For those cells with short or medium track lengths, 712

the median of Δṽ is closer to zero with the BU_4.0 713

compared to the BU_2000 parameterization, whereas 714

the IQR increases for all categories of cell track length. 715

Nevertheless, for short- and medium track lengths the 716

new setting of D is beneficial, while for long storm 717

tracks the outcome is worse. As could be expected due to 718

the correlation between lifetime and storm track length 719

(cf. Table 2), the velocity estimation can be improved 720

for cells with a lifetime below 2 h, whereas for longer- 721

lasting cells a previous overestimation of the velocity 722

becomes an underestimation visible also at the median. 723

The findings for the feature categories of the severity 724

level are differing, since the correlation between sever- 725

ity level and storm track length or lifetime, respectively, 726

is small (cf. Table 2). The median again shifts to smaller 727

Δṽ values and is thus closer to zero for the severity levels 728

of 0/1, 2 and 3. For the cells with level 4/5, the results 729

are better with the BU_2000 parameterization. Combin- 730

ing the direction and velocity results for this category, it 731

becomes clear that the adjustment shown in this paper 732

is not beneficial for the motion estimation of the most 733
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severe supercells. This is, for example, the case for the734

supercell shown in Fig. 3 with severity level 5 (Kunz735

et al., 2018). There it can be seen that a smaller deviation736

of the parameterized storm motion from the mean wind737

(smaller D) would result in a higher deviation from the738

observed motion. Bunkers (2018) and Bunkers et al.739

(2022) found a farther rightward deviation of tornadic740

supercells compared with non tornadic ones as well as741

a faster movement for the tornadic supercells. This is742

analogous to the results in the present study obtained743

for the most severe cells with an underestimation of di-744

rection deviation and velocity with the adjusted method,745

and also reasonable under the assumption that more su-746

percells with a high severity level are tornadic than cells747

that are less severe.748

Similar results as for the severity level are obtained749

for the number of meso-objects, two feature categories750

which at least show some correlation (cf. Table 2). The751

adjusted parameterization does not always improve the752

velocity estimation. For the two categories with the most753

meso-objects, the adjusted estimates are worse. In con-754

trast to the severity level 4/5 category discussed above,755

however, the direction difference is considerably better756

with the adjusted parameter for storm tracks with a large757

number of meso-objects (cf., Fig. 5).758

4 Evaluation of storm-relative helicity759

A parameter frequently used in the context of ingre-760

dients-based forecasting of severe convective storms that761

includes the motion vector of these cells is the storm-762

relative helicity (SRH; e.g., Davies-Jones et al., 1990;763

Davies and Johns, 1993; Coffer et al., 2019; Kunz764

et al., 2020). SRH is a measure for vertical wind shear,765

or more precisely, for the streamwise environmental vor-766

ticity available for vortex-tube tilting (Markowski and767

Richardson, 2010). Due to the influence of the mo-768

tion direction of the cell, SRH is not Galilean invari-769

ant and therefore formulated in the moving reference770

frame (i.e., relative to the storm movement). According771

to Markowski and Richardson (2010), SRH can be772

computed as the vertical integral over a depth of usually773

d = 3 km by multiplying the difference of environmen-774

tal mean wind vm and storm motion vector c with the775

horizontal vorticity ωh:776

SRH =

∫ d

0
(vm − c) · ωhdz . (4.1)

Here the close relation of SRH to the streamwise (anti-777

streamwise) vorticity becomes evident. Thus, high SRH778

absolute values are an important ingredient for the for-779

mation and development of right-moving (left-moving)780

supercells. The SRH is often used to predict the poten-781

tial of supercell formation in addition to other measures782

for vertical wind shear, for example, deep-layer shear.783

For that reason, improving the estimate of supercell mo-784

tion by an improved parameterization of storm motion c785

can lead to a better estimate of the potential for supercell 786

formation expressed by SRH. 787

According to Markowski and Richardson (2010), 788

SRH can be computed via 789

SRH =

N−1∑

i=1

= [(ui+1 − cx)(vi − cy) − (ui − cx)(vi+1 − cy)],

(4.2)

when the mean wind with its zonal and meridional com- 790

ponents u and v, is present on N pressure layers. Herein, 791

cx and cy describe the zonal and meridional components 792

of the motion vector c. With the interpolated environ- 793

mental wind in 10-meter steps from 0 to 3 km derived 794

from COSMO-EU analyses for each of the 354 super- 795

cells and the observed motion direction cobs, the SRH 796

based on cobs (SRHobs) is calculated using Eq. (4.2). 797

Analogously, using the parameterized motion cBU with 798

the original as well as with the adjusted parameter D, 799

the SRH based on the parameterized storm motion is ob- 800

tained (SRHBU). Similarly to the differences in motion 801

direction, Δφ̃ and velocity Δṽ (cf. Section 3), a differ- 802

ence of the SRH values between the parameterized and 803

observed motion can be calculated, where the difference 804

results only from the different choice of the motion vec- 805

tor c: 806

ΔSRH = SRHBU − SRHobs . (4.3)

From the box plot in Fig. 7a, a clear improvement 807

in the estimation of SRH is visible for the BU_4.0 pa- 808

rameterization compared to the BU_2000, as expected. 809

The SRH differences between observed and estimated 810

motion become smaller, which can be seen from both 811

a smaller median and a smaller IQR. The left-moving 812

supercells are usually accompanied by anti-streamwise 813

vorticity and therefore by negative SRH. Cells in an en- 814

vironment with a mainly clockwise hodograph, but some 815

counterclockwise curvature in the inflow layer, that are 816

classified as left-movers, can be accompanied by posi- 817

tive SRH. The fixed layer for the computation of SRH 818

(0–3 km) can also lead to a different sign than expected 819

for SRH. Therefore one possible improvement could be 820

the computation of an effective SRH over the effective 821

inflow layer of each individual cell as investigated by 822

Thompson et al. (2007). But overall, an estimation of 823

the propagation of a left-moving supercell too far to the 824

left side compared to the mean wind leads to a negative 825

SRH with too high magnitude. For the right-moving su- 826

percells accompanied by streamwise vorticity and posi- 827

tive SRH, the estimated propagation too far to the right 828

results in excessive positive values for SRH, even if 829

there are some right-movers with negative SRH for sim- 830

ilar reasons as given above for left-movers. The over- 831

estimation of SRH magnitude for both left- and right- 832

movers can be seen in Fig. 7b. After the adjustment of 833

the parameterization and a better general estimation of 834

the storm motion c, the SRH distribution is narrower and 835

closer to the observed distribution for both left-moving 836

and right-moving cells (Fig. 7c). 837
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Figure 7: Box plot for ΔSRH for (a) all 354 supercells of the data set, where SRHBU is computed with the motion vector estimated with
the adjusted parameter D = 4.0 m s−1 (left) as well as with the original parameter D = 7.5 m s−1 (right). (b)+(c): Distinction between the
80 left-moving and the 274 right-moving supercells of the data set, where SRHBU is computed with the motion vector estimated with
(b) original parameter D = 7.5 m s−1 and (c) adjusted parameter D = 4.0 m s−1. Colored boxes show the IQR and include the median which
is painted as thicker black line, whiskers reach to the values within a range of 1.5 IQR.

5 Conclusions838

In our study, we have statistically evaluated and adjusted839

the BU_2000 method for predicting the movement of su-840

percells for a large sample comprising 354 events over a841

four-year period in Germany. The combination of SCS842

tracks derived from 3D radar data to determine the storm843

motion vector with data from the radar-based MCD of844

DWD made it possible to filter out all non-rotating cell845

objects. The resulting sample of events comprising only846

rotating supercells was further separated into different847

object classes with respect to their severity level, track848

length, and lifetime. The cell objects were additionally849

combined with COSMO-EU assimilation analyses to es-850

timate hodographs in the vicinity of the storm tracks.851

The adjusted BU_2000 method was also used to esti-852

mate the impact of the changes on the SRH for the entire853

supercell sample. An optimization of the motion pre-854

diction of supercells is of high relevance for nowcast-855

ing purposes and the issuing of warnings. Our main goal856

in the study was to improve the prediction of supercell857

motion by a simple adaptation of the BU_2000 method,858

but not to fundamentally change the method as it is best859

known and widely used.860

The following conclusions can be drawn from our861

research:862

• The original BU_2000 method computed for the en-863

tire sample of supercells predicts a motion direction864

that is too far to the left for left-moving cells and too865

far to the right for right-movers. For the velocity pre-866

diction, the result is not as clear, but a slight veloc-867

ity overestimation can be seen for both motion di- 868

rections, which is slightly more distinct for the right- 869

moving cells. 870

• The best agreement between the parameterized and 871

observed motion is obtained for an adjusted param- 872

eter of D = 4.0 m s−1 (instead of D = 7.5 m s−1 in 873

the original BU_2000 version). This finding applies 874

to both the entire sample of supercells, but also when 875

separating between right- and left-movers, with the 876

largest improvement for the motion direction. 877

• The results for the different object categories (track 878

length, lifetime, severity level, number of meso- 879

objects) reveal that with the simple adjustment of the 880

parameter D, the estimation of the direction can be 881

improved not only for the whole data set, but also 882

for most of the categories. Especially the results for 883

the most severe cells according to the severity level 884

(yielding an underestimation of storm motion direc- 885

tion and velocity) indicate that a separation into dif- 886

ferent categories or a more sophisticated adjustment 887

might be beneficial for application purposes or sub- 888

sequent studies. 889

• Different results for different numbers of meso- 890

objects per storm track indicate the sensitivity to the 891

supercell detection criteria. The threshold for meso- 892

objects assigned to a storm track was not set be- 893

low five objects, in order to prevent too many non- 894

supercells from being classified as supercells. How a 895

different choice for this threshold, or for the thresh- 896

old in radar reflectivity of the tracking algorithm, or a 897

different MCD would affect the results and the opti- 898

mal D value, would be interesting to look at in future 899

studies. 900
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• Improving the estimate of the supercell motion by an901

improved parameterization of the storm motion vec-902

tor c led to a better estimate of the supercell poten-903

tial expressed by SRH for both left- and right-moving904

storms, which would be beneficial for a forecaster.905

• For an improvement of area-based severe weather906

warnings, an estimation of the movement direction907

(= affected areas) as accurate as possible is more im-908

portant than an accurate velocity forecast (= exact909

timing of severe weather). Even though also the ve-910

locity was slightly improved, the strong improvement911

in the direction estimation is already a good reason to912

use our adapted parameterization operationally.913

Discrepancies between Bunkers et al. (2000) and914

our study arise for several reasons: (i) Bunkers et al.915

(2000) used proximity soundings with limited spatial916

and temporal resolutions with the goal “to obtain a rep-917

resentative background vertical wind shear profile of918

the supercell environment and not a tornado/supercell919

proximity sounding”. In our study, the hodographs were920

computed from NWP model analyses at the first de-921

tection of the cell and not during the most intense su-922

percell phase as claimed in Bunkers et al. (2000). In923

general, assigning a cell to a representative environment924

is a challenging task. The use of NWP model analyses925

with high spatial and temporal resolution (approx. 7 km926

and 1 hour), however, provides a reliable assignment927

between tracks and wind fields, that could easily be928

adopted in nowcasting procedures with NWP forecasts.929

For cells with an early detection of a first meso-object930

according to the MCD, the proposed method should fit931

well. For longer tracks, which contain meso-objects only932

later during their course, however, the hodographs and933

the supercell could be more displaced spatially and tem-934

porally. When testing the effect of convective feedbacks935

in the NWP analyses by using a larger area for repre-936

senting the storm environment, no qualitative changes937

of the results can be reported. (ii) Bunkers et al. (2000)938

combined different data sets (tracks and hodographs) re-939

constructed by different methods. The methods used in940

our study remained the same for the entire sample of941

events. (iii) As already discussed in the introduction, su-942

percell environments in the USA tend to be dominated943

by a higher wind shear compared to European environ-944

ments. This may at least partly explain the differences of945

the optimal D value and the smaller value for Germany.946

We found that the hodographs in some cases are very947

complex, sometimes with clockwise or counterclock-948

wise directions over confined layers. Therefore, distin-949

guishing between right- and left-moving cells from the950

hodograph is very sensitive to the layers considered to951

calculate the shear. For a follow-up study it would make952

sense not to rely strictly on the 0–6 km deep-layer shear,953

but rather to flexibly adjust the shear estimation to a954

given hodograph. Finally, concerning the MCD algo-955

rithm, we found in our sample a few events with coun-956

terclockwise hodograph and associated left-moving su-957

percells. Therefore, we would suggest not to restrict this958

algorithm to cyclonic rotation, but to allow for antiycy- 959

clonic rotation. 960
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